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“Why even have tee markers?”

Why do we force golfers to focus all of their wear and tear on a relatively
small rectangle of each tee, bounded by two markers and an imaginary
border two club lengths deep?
Most reasonable golfers, if given the opportunity, would typically choose
a spot where grass was plentiful and not in the middle of a few hundred
unrepaired divots. What really is the point?
1.Without markers, golfers will make divots all over the tee.
2. Without markers, not everyone would be playing from the same spot.
3. Without markers, golfers unfamiliar with the course will not know
which tee to use as they pull up to the tee.
These are all valid points…
1.Without markers, golfers will make divots all over the tee, spreading
wear over the entire tee and not in one small rectangle every day. This is
ideal from a maintenance perspective, spreading out wear across the
surface which will ultimately heal much faster and allow the golfer more
freedom to pick a better spot to tee off.
2.As far as not playing from the same spot, This problem is selfregulating. Typically the people playing against one another on a regular
day are playing in the same group. This fact will keep the players from
“cheating” or moving up. One question may be “What if a guy in my
group keeps teeing off in front of the rest of us?” The solution is simple:
A.) Don’t worry about it because even a yard or two won’t matter; B.)
Tell him to get back with the rest of the group or set up your own
guidelines that you must be behind the stake; or C.) Stop playing with
him if it bothers you that much.
3.The system we have put in place should solve the final problem as
well. Colored stakes on the tee boxes serve as a reference point for
unfamiliar patrons to find the appropriate tee. This “Reference point”
gives a general vicinity to tee off from, rather than a small well beaten
rectangle.
From a maintenance stand point having designated spots to tee off from
will save us thousands of dollars a year in labor, fuel, and sand by
spreading out divots and speeding up the mowing process. By spreading
out the play more, the surface will heal quicker which is essential since
our tee boxes are rather small for the volume of play we get at ICGC. It
is a change from the traditional mindset of golf, but a change that will
improve the overall conditions with less money and input.
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For questions please feel free to contact me. – Kodey Cross, GCS
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International City Presents:

Events for the Month of
February :
February 13 ~ 3 Clubs
February 15 ~ Presidents’
Day

Upcoming
Tournaments
Join us for 3 Clubs on Saturday,
February 13th. It is an individual
stroke play tournament where you
only use 3 clubs. Don’t worry, we
start you from the red tees to help
you out. The cost is $40 and
includes range balls, golf, carts,
food, and prizes.
On Saturday, March 13th we will
have our Super Sixes tournament.
Super Sixes is made up of 2
person teams doing 6 holes
scramble, 6 best ball, & 6 alternate
shot. The cost will be $40.

TeeJay Jones got a
Hole-in-One!!
On December 23rd, 2020 TeeJay
Jones hit a hole-in-one on hole #3.
Amazing! Congratulations TeeJay!

72 Play Golf Drive
Warner Robins, GA 31088
(478) 322-0276
icgc@wrga.gov

